Oxford Art Journal is celebrating its 40th anniversary with a collection of articles published in the journal over the years. The articles represent the various forms of critical innovative work the journal has published in its commitment to the political analysis of visual art, applied through a variety of theoretical perspectives.

The collection is free to read for a limited time: [http://bit.ly/2wdhZt8](http://bit.ly/2wdhZt8)

Throughout its forty years of publication, the Oxford Art Journal has been the result of collective discussion and work - on the part of its editorial group (which at the last count has been made up of 37 editors in total), its advisory editors, its authors, and its publishers. The journal has always been independent of institutions - its name arising from the place it came into being, and the conjunction of a group of more or less like-minded research students, and a supportive small local printing company, subsequently inherited by Oxford University Press. During the last forty years, the discipline has expanded and seen numerous shifts. Latterly, we have extended our geographical range, through editorial group membership, and content, in response to the nature of art-historical work being done. But our commitment to the political analysis of visual art, applied through a variety of theoretical perspectives, has remained consistent.

It seemed appropriate to mark our 40th year. We decided to flag up a selection of articles from earlier issues - an impossible task, since, in the spirit of collective dialogue, this ought to have been the result of all past editors having a say. These represent various forms of critical innovative work which the OAJ has published over the years. Nominating a small number of articles is in many ways at odds with the ethos of the OAJ, which has always been committed to challenging the academic star system and the pseudo-hierarchisation of authors and texts manufactured by the RAE/REF, and going against the tide of citation metrics. Fortunately, online access to the OAJ’s entire run of past issues allows readers to sample the full extent and range of what we have published.
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